Down-modulation of nuclear localisation and pro-fibrogenic effect of 4-hydroxy-2,3-nonenal by thiol- and carbonyl-reagents.
Among the oxidative breakdown products of omega-6 unsaturated fatty acids, the aldehyde 4-hydroxy-2,3-nonenal (HNE) is receiving increasing attention for its potential pathophysiological implication, which at least partly lies on the demonstrated ability to modulate gene expression of a number of genes. Here we show that a marked down-modulation of HNE nuclear localisation in cells of a macrophage line (J774-A1) can be afforded by treatment with sulfydryl and carbonyl reagents without significantly interfering with cell viability. As regards the addition of thiol-group reagents to the cell suspension, N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) led to a sustained decrease of HNE nuclear localisation, while 4-(chloromercuri)-benzene-sulfonic acid (PCMBS) gave a similar but more transient effect. Hydroxylamine (HYD), a carbonyl-group reagent, was also able to inhibit HNE nuclear localisation. The actual efficacy of the inhibitors used was then tested on the HNE-induced stimulation of transforming growth factor beta1 (TGFbeta1) production by J774-A1 cells. Indeed, the thiol reagents NEM and PCMBS, both markedly down-modulating HNE nuclear localisation, were able to inhibit HNE-induced increase of TGFbeta1 protein synthesis. The carbonyl reagent HYD was less effective on this respect, producing strong but incomplete protection against HNE-induced TGFbeta1 increase. Taken together, the results indicate that sulfydryl groups are involved in the process of HNE cellular internalisation, while both sulfydryl and carbonyl groups are involved in the process of HNE nuclear translocation, and consequently in the modulation of gene expression by the aldehyde. Further, an actual demonstration is provided that HNE-induced effect on gene regulation can be efficiently counteracted by suitable interference with HNE biochemistry.